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Abstract. Hydraulic conductivity (or intrinsic pcrmcability) dctcrmincd in a
standard pcrmeamctcr is biased if the anisotropy is not taken into account. This
bias can be a significant source of error in the characterization of any type of
aquifor or reservoir. Theoretical arguments show that it is possible to determine
the complete permeability tensor of a sample by measuring the average filtration
velocity and the average gradient vectors during steady state fiow expcriments. The
full permeability tensor is calculatcd with a linear least squares algorithm. To date,
a prototype has been built that shows promising results, but the level of accuracy
of the measurements is not yet sufficient to fully demonstrate its applicability. The
primary advantages of this new technique are that no preliminary assumptions with
respect to the principal directions of anisotropy arc required prior to tcsting and
that it does not require sophisticated test equipment.

1. Introduction
\Vhile clear evidence of the small-scale anisotropy of
hydraulic conductivity has been established since the
1050s [de Boodt and Kirkham, 1953; Hutta and Griffiths, 1955a, 1955b: Greenkorn et al., 1964], most permeameter measurements assume one-dimensional fiow
inside the sample even when estimating anisotropy [Auzerais et al., 1990: Hurst and Rosvoll, 1991; Burqer and
Belitz, 1997]. The main directions of stratifications are
identified by visual inspection, and samples are taken
parallcl and perpendicular to the bedding planes. The
directional hydraulic conductivity (scalar) of each sample is determined with a standard permeameter by applying Darcy's law and assuming one-dimensional fiow
K = (CJl)/(A D.h), where K [L r- 1 ] is the hydraulic
conductivity, Q [L3 r- 1 ] is the fiow rate across the
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sample, A [I 2 ] is the surface perpendicular to fiow, l
[L] is the length of the sample, and D.h [I] is the hydraulic head difference between inlct and outlet. This
calculation is correct only if the sample is isotropie, or
if the principal axes of anisotropy coïncide with the
direction of the applied gradient. When these conditions are not met, the hydraulic conductivity can be
significantly underestimated. To avoid the assumption
of one-dimensional fiow and to measure the small-scale
anisotropy, different techniques have been proposed and
are reviewed by Rice et al. [1970], Bear [1972, pp. 150151] or Bernabé [1992]. The most convincing experimental technique was published recently by füeber et
al. [1996]: they used a point tracer injection and X-ra.y
tomography to observe the shape of the plume inside the
sample. If it is a sphere, the medium is isotropie; if it
is an ellipsoid the medium is anisotropie. By solving an
inverse problem the full tensor of hydraulic conductivity
is obtained. However, this technique requires sophisticated equipment thus imparting practical limitations.
The aim of this paper is to propose the theoretical
foundations for a new technique. The theory is illustrated through use of a numerical experiment. Sorne
prcliminary laboratory results demonstrate the potential of the theory as well as the limitations of our instrumentation.
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Figure 1. N umerical evaluation of the crror made by mcasuring the permeability of an
anisotropie sample with a standard permeameter. (a) System of coordinates and principal components of the permeability. (b) Shape of the cylindrical samplc showing the finitc elcment
discrctization as well as the distribution of hydraulic head. ( c-e) Ratio of the apparent pcrmeability by the major componcnt of the real tensor (kap/kt) as a fonction of the angle a. The
threc plots correspond to different shapc factors l / d of the sample.

2. Preamble
Bcforc prcscnting the new methodology, it is worth
clarifying what happcns whcn a standard pcrmeamctcr
is uscd to determine the permeability of an anisotropie
medium. For this purposc, wc made a scries of numcrical simulations assuming a cylindrical sample (as
is often the case in practicc). To simplify the problem, the hydraulic conductivity tensor is assumed to
have one major principal componcnt k1 [L r- 1 ] and
two idcntical intcrmcdiate and minor principal components k2 [L r- 1 ]. In such a case, the symmetry of
the system allows the principal direction of anisotropy
to be dcfincd with only one angle a bctwccn the axis

of the cy]indcr and the direction of k 1 (Figure la).
The shape of the cylinder is dcfined by two parametcrs: its diameter d [L] and its hcight l [L]. For
several combinations of these paramcters a numcrical
simulation with the mixed hybrid finite elemcnt code
CASTElVI [Commi.s.sariat à l'Energ·ie Atomiq'Ue, 1997]
was performed to calculate the total flux through the
cylinder Q with a fixcd constant hcad on both ends of
the cylindcr and to estimate the apparent conductivity
kap = (Ql)/[K(d/2) 2 6.h]. This value is the conductivity
that one would measure with a standard pcrmeameter.
Figure lb shows the distribution of the hydraulic
hcad for one of the simulations with l / d = 1. As imposcd by the boundary conditions, the top and bottom
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Figure 2. Example of the distribution of the specific
discharge vectors inside a sample with a principal direction of anisotropy oriented at an angle of 45° with the
sicle of the permcameter and l = d.

of the cylinder have a constant head, whilc the distribution along the sidc of the cylindcr (whcre a no-fiov,- condition is imposed) is tiltcd. If the samplc wcrc isotropie,
the head would vary linearly from top to bottom.
Figures le, ld, and le show the relative error kap/k1
as a fonction of the dimcnsionlcss paramctcrs l / d, k 1 / k2 ,
and a. When the angle a = 0, k 1 is aligned with the
axis of the permeameter and the apparent conductivity
is equal to the real conductivity. As a incrcases, the error becomcs a fonction of a, of the shapc of the sample
l / d, and of the conductivity contrast ki/ k2 . This error
is gcnerally small for small values of a with elongated
samplcs (Figure le) but can significantly increasc when
the sample has a diametcr larger than its hcight (Figure
le).
Beforc presenting the ncw methodology, it is also important to note that in a standard permeamctcr the
spccific dischargc vectors are not constant inside the
anisotropie sample (as thcy would be in an isotropie
sample) and that they are systematically oriented in a
direction imposed by the principal directions of anisotropy (Figure 2). Similarly, the hcad gradient insidc an
anisotropie sample varies in space.

3. Methodology
In this approach, wc define the hydraulic conductivity
of the sample as its equivalent hydraulic conductivity
tensor K (boldface is used to dcnotc vectors and tensors,
and italics are uscd to dcnotc scalars). According to
Rubin and Gômez-Hernândez [1990], K is the constant
of proportionality betwccn the avcraged head gradient
and the averaged spccific discharge q insidc the volume
i' of the sample:

~1 J_ \Jh(x) dV,

(1)

whcre K is a second-order positive tensor and x is the
space Cartcsian coordinatc .
This definition requires knowledge of the entire distribution of h and q inside the sample; howcver, the volume integrals involved in this definition can be replaced
by surface integrals [Sânchez- Vila et al., 1995]. For cxample, the averagcd head gradient in the x direction
\Jh" (note that the overbar signifies spatial averages) is
the scalar product of the averaged gradient by the unit
normal vcctor n:c in the x direction:

•
t
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Integrating by parts allows replacement of the volume
integral by a surface integral:
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where S is the boundary of the sample, nx is the unit
vector in the x direction, and n is the unit vector normal to the elementary surface of integration dS. Knowing the geometry of the sample and the distribution of
heads on its surface is thcrefore sufficient to calculate
the average hcad gradient inside the sample.
Similarly, the avcraged specific discharge in the x direction <lx is defincd by a volume integral:

__ l f

qx - i' } F q . llx

d"v .

(4)

However, an integration by parts shows that it can be
replaccd by a surface integral under stcady statc conditions (v · q = 0):

qx

~1 [j~ xq · n dS -

l

x\1 · q dV]

(5)
-1 ;· xq·ndS.

iT

5

A.gain, this intcgral can be easily evaluated knowing the
geomctry of the sample and measuring the distribution
of the fluxes on the boundary of the sample.
At this stage of the methodology, we know that we
can dcterminc the componcnts of the avcraged specific
dischargc vcctor and the components of the averaged
hcad gradient during a fiow cxpcriment. The vectorial
cquation (1) providcs a system of three equations with
six unknowns: the components of the hydraulic conductivity tensor. This lincar system is underdetermined.
Bccausc the hydraulic conductivity tcnsor should be
indepcndcnt of the fiow conditions, we propose to use
different boundary conditions leading to differcnt fiow
directions and to calculate the hydraulic conductivity
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Plate 1. Photograph of the full tensor permeameter prototype. In this case, the permcameter is
filled with lem thick layers of two diffcrcnt types of glass beads inducing an artificial horizontal
anisotropy.
tensor which verifies at best, according to least squares
criteria, equation (1) for all flow directions. The implementation of the least squares system is discussed in
appendix A.

4. A Prototype of a Tensorial
Permeameter
To test this methodology, a prototype tensorial permeameter was designed. The system consists of a plexiglass cubic box (inner dimension of 20 cm x 20 cm x
20 cm) with a removablc top. The lateral walls have a
thickncss of 1 cm, and the top and bottom walls have
a thickness of 1.5 cm. Sixty-two piezometers are evenly
distributed on all the faces and the edgcs of the cube
(Plate 1). One circular opcning (6.5 mm in diamcter)
located in the middlc of each of the six faces can be used
to connect a constant hcad dcvice. The cube is filled
with glass beads. A rubbcr membrane (2 mm thick)
fixed on the cap of the permeameter is used to compress the packing when the permeamcter is closcd. The
experimcntal procedure involves pcrforming a series of
steady statc flow experiments by successively applying
fixed heads at selected inlct and outlet ports. The head
at the inlet is kept constant with a l\Iariotte bottlc. The
outlet is kept at atmosphcric pressure. The heads are

read on piezometric scalcs (mm accuracy). Tcchnical
difficulties wcre encountered in obtaining hcads at the
inlet and outlet ports. As such, a syringe was used, located near the middle of the port just behind the porous
medium. The total flux through the sample was mcasured by weighing the mass of water flowing through
the sample for a given pcriod of time.
To calculate the average head gradient and the average specific discharge vector, we have to discretize ( 3)
and ( 5) taking into account the geometry of the permcametcr and the boundary conditions that were imposed.
Figure 3a shows a sketch of the permeameter: each face
has bcen labeled from S.1 ta SF. \Ve considcr now the
situation where we impose a flow between the centers of
face SA and Sc. S 1 denotes the surface of the opening
in the CCnter of Si\ where WC apply a constant head h1,
and S 2 denotes the surface of the opcning in the center
of Sc where we impose h 2 . Finally, 5:3 rcpresents all
other boundaries where a no-flow condition exists. In
summary, wc have the follovving set of boundary conditions:
()ver S1
h = h1,
()ver

S2

h = h2,

Over

S:3

q · n = 0,

(6)
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wherc n is the unit normal vcctor. l\otc that S =
S 1 U S2 U S 3 and S = SA U · · · U Sp are two scparatc
subset patterns of the total surface S of the cube. S 1
to S:3 reprcscnts one pattern corrcsponding to the hydraulic boundary conditions, whilc S. 1 to S F represcnts
a second pattern corresponding to the gcomctric faces
of the cube.
l\ow, we can calculatc the average hcad gradient. Let
us start with the x component v hx:

-V hx = "\/lf} h n:c · n dS.

~7

=

(la

h dS -

l

0

(8)

h dS)

= hs - ho
·"

(9)

L

whcre L is the length of the cdge of the cube and h; represents the average hcad on face S;, i E {A, C, D, E, F},
where
-h; = -1 ;· h dS.
(10)

si s,

The components in the y and z direction arc obtained
with:

-

=

hc -

hA

--L--

(11)

vh- = hE - hp

(12)

'Vhy

"

L

The componcnts of the average specific discharge vector are obtained in practice by simplifying ( 5). First,
the integral is decomposed in a sum of intcgrals over
the elementary surfaces S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 . The intcgral
over S:3 vanishes because of the no-fiow boundary con-
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l\ umerical tests wcre performed in two and three dimensions with different types of boundary conditions,
ail showing that the methodology works. For illustration purposcs, we present only one three-dimensional
(3-D) experiment with the same gcometry and boundary conditions as the prototype. \Ve meshcd the 20cm side cube with 15,625 regular finite clements. The
medium is homogencous and anisotropie.
Wc arbitrarily fix the hydraulic conductivity tensor
such that it has thrce differcnt principal components
k1 = 100, k 2 = 10, and k 3 = 1. We do not give any
unit to thcsc conductivities sincc wc arc only intercsted
in the comparison between the calculated and reference
conductivity. The main axes of anisotropy arc obtained
through a series of three successive rotations: the first
ccntered around the z axis with an angle of 7r /6, the
second centered around the y axis with an angle of 7r /3,
and the third centered around the x axis with an angle
of 7r / 4. Finally, the resulting hydraulic conductivity
tensor Ktrue is imposed in the numcrical modcl:

S2

S3

Sc
So

1' (y1 - Y2) ,

5. Numerical Test

V1

z

Q

qy

whcre Q is the total flux through the permeamcter.

or

vh

Q
\/ (x1 - X2),

7'f:c

(7)

To simplify the surface integraL we need to break it
down for each face SA to SF of the cube. The scalar
products of the unit normal vectors nx and the normal
vector to the face n are equal to zero for the faces si\'
Sp, Sc, and Sp;; and equal to -1 for Sn and 1 for SB.
Thcrcfore the averaged head gradient in the x direction
is equal to the difference betwccn the averagcd heads
on the faces S 8 and S D divided by the volume of the
cube:

'ïlhx

dition. Then wc assume that the coordinates (x, y, z)
arc constant ovcr the small inlct and outlct surfaces S 1
and S 2 . Wc get

7'f o

5
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= (

-0.433013 )
0.883883
0.176777

-0.250003 )
= ( -0.3016188
,
0.918557

(15)

J .. -

0.866025 )

,

b)

Figure 3. Schematic of the new permeameter indicating the two conventions used to name the faces of the
cube (a) gcometry and (b) boundary conditions.

V3

= ( 0.353552

.

0.333557
The fiow cquation is solved with CA.STEM. Plate 2
shows the calculated distribution ofheads on the surface
of the cube when the ccnter of the faces E and F are
the inlet and outlet. On the basis of the calculated
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FaceC

All our numcrical cxpcrimcnts with isotropie and
anisotropie homogcncous media, in two and three dimensions, systematically show an excellent agreement
bctween the input hydraulic conductivity tensor and
the estimatcd one. Tests with hctcrogcncous stratificd
media also provide good results [Renard, 1998].

6. Laboratory Experiments

heads in m
5.8

5.6
5.4

5.2
5
4.8
4.6

Using the prototype, wc conductcd threc series of cxperimcnts. In the first cxpcrimcnt the pcrmcamctcr was
filled with an homogeneous packing of 1-mm-diameter
glass bcads. In the second cxperimcnt wc made 1-cmthick horizontal strata by altcrnating 1-mm-diamcter
glass bcads and smallcr beads having diameters between
0.4 and 0.6 mm. In the third expcrimcnt the permeameter was filled with 1-mm glass beads partitioned by with
five plastic sheets having specific holes and oricntcd at
an angle of 18.8° with the horizontal plane (Figure 4).
For each case, at least three flow experiments along the
three principal directions wcre conducted.
For each experiment, special care was taken in packing the beads. We used a sand raining procedure already reported by Stauffer and Dracos [1986]. A special
apparatus was employcd. The beads were funneled into
this device where they fall freely for a fixed distance

4.4

4.2

Plate 2. Calculated heads distribution displayed on
the faces of the permeameter in the case of a full 3- D
anisotropy.

heads and fluxes and the application of the proposed
mcthodology we gct the following tensor:

Kest =

20.1364
( -37.2252
-9.64899

-37.2252
79.2364
12.946

-9.64899 )
12.946
11.6888

(16)

with eigcnvalues k1 = 100.062, k2 = 9.99985, and k3 =
1.00005. The eigenvectors are
-0.43301 )

= ( 0.883888

V1

,

0.176761
-0.250008 )
V2

= ( -0.3016172

,

(17)

0.918561
0.866024 )

V3

= ( 0.353555

.

0.333555
This numcrical example shows that the methodology
allows us to estimate correctly the tensor of hydraulic
conductivity. The calculated tensor is very close to the
original, and the eigenvalucs and eigcnvcctors are also
very well reproduced.

Plate 3. Distribution of measured hydraulic heads.
The circles correspond to the locations of the measurements. The isolines are obtained by linear interpolation
bctwccn the measurements.
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Figure 4. Schematic of the technique used to create an
artificial in clincd anisotropy wi th fi ve plastic sheets. (a)
Vertical cross section through the permeameter (parallel to face A). (b) Map view of the plastic sheets with
the four openings.

tivities and propagating the errors: (5.8 ± 0.4) x 10- 3
m/s.
Now we report the rcsults of the third scries of experiments in the tcnsorial pcrmeametcr involving the
inclincd anisotropy. Plate 3 shows the distribution of
the hydraulic heads on the surface of the sample. The
influence of anisotropy is clearly visible since the isolincs of constant hcad are not parallel to the edges of
the cube but inclined. A.pplying the proposed methodology to the measurcmcnts, wc gct

K,,, •• (

30 ± 5
-0.6 ± 0.6
-0.7 ± 0.7

-0.6 ± 0.6
21±7

x10-:3
and then pass through a series of sieves before reaching
the surface of the packing. \Vith this method, a dense
packing is produced. For the tensorial permeameter we
had to position and move this device manually bccausc
its diametcr was smaller than the surface of the permcamctcr. The medium is then ftushed with C02 to avoid
trapping air bubblcs. Finally, the medium is slowly saturated with water from bottom to top.
To check the rcsults of the tensorial pcrmeamcter,
we need to have rcference values. For this purpose,
the hydraulic conductivity of each glass bead packings
was measured independently with a standard cylindrical permeamctcr. The packings were made with the
same tool and procedure as that for the tensorial permeameter. For each packing, a series of six to nine experiments with differcnt head gradients were realized.
For each experimcnt the propagation of head gradients
and ftow rates uncertainties are calculated. The hydraulic conductivity and its uncertainty arc obtained
with a standard lcast squares procedure. The conductivities that we obtain arc (9.5±0.7) x 10- 3 m/s for the
1-mm beads and (2.08±0.05) x 10- 3 m/s for the 0.4- to
0.6-mm beads. In the same device we determined the
conductivity perpendicular to the layers of the horizontally stratified media: (3.1±0.2) x 10- 3 m/s. This is in
agreement with the harmonie average of the conductivities of the two types of medium with a smaller error bar
than the calculated value: (3.4 ± 0.5) x 10- 3 m/s. The
reference conductivity parallel to the layers was calculated by taking the arithmetic mean of the two conclue-

-0.7 ± 0.7)
2±1

2± 1

14 ± 2

(m/s).

(18)
The uncertainties arc calculated through the propagation of errors duc to head mcasurcments and interpolation. The eigcnvcctors of the tensor are oricnted such
that the principal direction of anisotropy is inclined
with an angle of 16°with the horizontal direction. This
is encouraging since wc cxpcct an angle of 19°. Furthermore, from the calculation we obtain a nonzcro KY 0
value. K"Y and K'"z are not significantly diffcrcnt from
zero, which is cxpectcd. Howevcr, the cigenvalues arc
not satisfactory (k 1 = 3.0 x 10- 2 m/s, k 2 = 2.1 x 10- 2,
m/s and k:3 =1.3x10- 2 m/s). The refcrcnce for the 1mm glass bcads is (9.5 ± 0.7) x 10- 3 m/s. The first two
components are too large and arc not cqual, as thcy
should be. The third component is smallcr than the
first two but again is too large compared to the reference conductivity.
The results of the expcriments conducted with the
isotropie and horizontally stratified media are presented
in Table 1. The off-diagonal values of the tcnsors approximate zero. The principal direction of anisotropy
arc parallel to the coordinate axes and thereforc are
correctly idcntified. Howevcr, the cigenvalucs are not
correctly determincd. Thcre is a gencral tendency to
overcstimate them.

7. Discussion
Both theoretical and numerical arguments show that
it is possible to detcrmine the full permcability tcnsor of

Table 1. Comparison of Components of Hydraulic Conductivity Tcnsor Dctcrmincd with Tensorial Permeameter and Reference Values'.'
Kxx

KYY

Kzz

KXY

Kxz

KYZ

Isotropie
Reference

29 ± 5
9.5 ± 0.7

12 ± 3
9.5 ± 0.7

15 ± 3
9.5 ± 0.7

-0.3 ± 0.5
0

0.3 ± 0.5
0

0.2 ± 0.3
0

Stratified
Reference

12 ± 2
5.8 ± 0.4

10 ± 3
5.8 ± 0.4

7.5 ± 1.3
3.1 ± 0.2

0.1 ± 0.1
0

0.03 ± 0.1
0

-0.07 ± 0.09
0

arn mm/s. Errors correspond to the 68% confidence limit interval.
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a sample with a series of at least three steady state flow
expcriments. The mcthodology is simple. Compared to
existing tcchnology, this approach prcscnts several advantages: (1) it does not assume a priori any principal
direction of anisotropy; (2) it docs not mix the effcct of
anisotropy and heterogeneity since the tensor is measured dircctly. for a given sample and not constructed
after measuring the conductivity of orthogonal samples;
(3) it does not require modification of the gcometry of
the sample between different flow experiments as is required in the techniques proposcd by Moore [1979] or
Rose [1982]; (4) it does not requirc the numcrical solution of a complete inverse problem as proposcd by
Bernabé [1992] or Bieber et al. [1996]: (5) it does not
require a highly sophisticated apparatus such as that
uscd in the tracer injection method [Bieber al., 1996];
and (6) the thcory is not limitcd to a particular sample shape or special boundary conditions, but is limitcd
by its ability to measure or to impose a distribution of
hcads and fluxes along the boundary of the samplc.
Despite these advantages and the excellent results
obtained with the numcrical examples, the rcsults of
the laboratory expcrimcnts arc somcwhat disappointing. The eigenvalues of the permeability tensor were
always estimatcd with a rathcr large crror compared
to the expected results; that is, the rcferences oftcn do
not fall within the error bars of the mcasurcments. \Ve
also obtain significant anisotropy bctwecn K.cx, K!i!i,
and Kzz when we do not expect it. \Ve can ask: Are
the cstimated uncertainties too small or the refercnccs
incorrect?
Let us discuss first the estimation of the uncertainties. The uncertainties are much smaller for the average
spccific discharge components (~2%) than for the head
gradients (~ 25 %) .
For the spccific dischaq>;e the sources of unccrtainty
are the techniques used to measure the time and the
mass of fluid flowing through the permeameter. For
the hcad gradients, therc are several sources of uncertainty: imprccisc rcading of piezometer heads (2 mm
uncertainty), errors of head measurements in the inlet
and outlet ports due to local effects, and errors when
linearly interpolating the heads from the 17 measurements. The interpolation error is a fonction of the shapc
of the head distribution at the face. It is estimated with
the numerical mode! to be ~ 103 to 203 for the head
gradient in the direction of flow and to be <23 for the
hcad gradient in the perpcndicular direction. For the inlet and outlet ports we observe that the heads measured
are strongly affected by unpredictable local phenomena.
Sixty percent of our cxperiments for the isotropie case
show an important asymmctry in the head drop at the
inlct and the outlet port. For example, we can generate
a head of 140 cm at the inlet, an average head of 60 cm
in the media, and a head of 40 cm at the outlet. This
asymmetry is not systematic and is not rclated to spccific inlet or outlet ports. Wc interpret the asymmetry
as a result of localized cffects around the ports creating

an artificial conductance or resistance where the flow is
conccntrated. \Ve cstimatcd this crror by analyzing the
asymmetry of all experiments on isotropie media and
obtaincd 20 cm. Finally, the crror on the hcad gradient
in the main flow direction is dominatcd by the interpolation error and by the local cffccts at the inlet and
outlet ports. \Ve estimate the total uncertainty to be
around 25%. The errors on the head gradient in the
directions perpcndicular to the flow arc much smaller.
They are dominatcd by rcading errors. \Ve cstimate the
absolutc crror in this case to be around 2 mm.
Could the rcfcrence be incorrect? Severa! phenomena
can affect the rcference. First, we may have created an
artificial anisotropy by manually moving the sand raining dcvice above the permeameter whilc filling it. Second, the packing may be lcss dense in the tcnsorial permeameter than in the standard pcrmcamctcr bccause
we had to move the sand raining dcvicc. \Ve cannot
quantify the potcntial crrors of thesc two phcnomcna,
but if they affect our experimcnts, thcy would likcly produce highcr conductivities in the tensorial permcameter
than in the standard one. Third, the plcxiglass walls of
the tensorial permeameter may be deforming during the
flow experiment, creating additional void space and artificially increasing the apparent conductivity. \Ve calculated that the maximum deflection at the centcr of
the walls to be ~0.2 mm for the latcral walls and 0.04
mm for the top and bottom ''valls. To cstimatc the possible influence of this dcformation on the apparent conductivity of the medium, wc assume the following: wc
neglect the deformation of the top and bottom; wc sum
up all the additional void space, and wc calculate an
average aperture corresponding to a single plane fracture reprcscnting the total void space; we thcn calculate
the flow through this fracture with Poiscuillc's law. In
doing so, wc obtain a mean aperture of 0.53 mm and
an increase in the apparent conductivity of the medium
equal to 6.2 x 10- 1 m/s. The apparent conductivity
could then increase from 9.5 x 10- 3 to 11 x 10- 3 m/s.
This still does not hclp explain the value of 29 x 10- 3
m/s that we obtained for Kxx for the isotropie case.
Furthermore, our estimation of the increase in conducti vity is probably an overestimation since the packing
is compressed by the rubber membrane along the top
and because the total deformation is not concentrated
along a single plane.
Thercfore, if we belicvc that the reference is acceptable, then we must conclude that the crrors are not
estimated properly. Then wc can question the validity
of our experimental observations: Did we really observe
a significantly nonzero crossterm?
As a final remark, it is important to realize that the
uncertainty of the hcad gradient has a high impact on
the tensor of conductivity. Wc investigatcd this problem
numerically and in particular the problem of insufficient
data to calculate the average head on the faces of the
sample. For example, if we take the thcoretical numerical examplc of section 5 for which we know the reference
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conductivity as well as the calculated head distribution
on the faces of the cube, if wc sample the heads at the
position of the actual piczometers to estimate the mcan
heads, and if we apply our technique to gct the conductivity tensor, wc thcn obtain the eigcnvalues: k 1 = 25,
k2 = 7.4, and k:3 = 0.96 instead of 100, 10, and 1.

8. Conclusion
This papcr presents an innovative and simple technique for determining the full hydraulic conductivity
tensor of a sample in the laboratory. The main motivation is not neccssarily to obtain the tensor itself ( which
may or may not be rcprcscntativc of a large domain)
but to avoid significant measurement errors that can
occur in a standard pcrmcamcter when the anisotropy
is not aligncd with the axes of the sample.
The theory is gcncral, and it does not rcquirc spccial boundary conditions or a particular shape for the
samplc. The numcrical experimcnts shmv that the theory gives excellent rcsults. G nfortunatcly, our laboratory cxpcrimcnts are not conclusive. \Ve may have been
able to detect a significant cross tcrm of the conductivity tensor for an inclined anisotropy, but this may also
be due to measurement errors. It is thcrefore necessary
to pursuc the experimental work to reduce the uncertainty and to provide a clear answcr to the question: Is
it possible to use this techniquein practice or is it just
a beautiful but useless thcoretical idea?

Appendix A: The Least squares
Formulation
In the general case, the system of equations to determine the conductivity tensor is a multiple regression
problem. The dischargc is a fonction of thrce head gradients. The general lcast squares system is available
from Renard [1998].
In the specific case of the prototype that we arc discussing here, wc can simplify considcrably the least
squares problem bccausc for cach cxperimcnt thcre is
only one componcnt of the discharge vcctor which is not
zero. \Ve also know (sec section 7) that the uncertainty
of hcad gradients is much largcr than the uncertainty of
the discharge. Thcrcfore wc write the flow cquations in
term of rcsistivity instcad of conductivity, and we can
scparatc the lcast squares equations for evcry component of the rcsistivity tensor:
-i

-i

V'hll = -Ruvqv,

(Al)

whcrc i E 1, ... , n is an index ovcr the cxpcriments
and u,v E {x,y,z} 2 are indices over the directions.
To respect the symmetry of the tensor, we impose
Ruv = Rvu· In the end, wc have to solvc six standard
linear least squares systems to gct the six components of
the tensor and their respective uncertainties. The conductivity tensor is obtained by invcrting the rcsistivity
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tcnsor, and the unccrtaintics are obtained by propagating analytically the uncertainty through the matrix
inversion.
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